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This book has been conceived to help you with the process of designing a website by providing the structured framework of a website design methodology. It does not give tutorials in technical work, such as HTML or DHTML, in editing images or other media, in setting up database processing, or in scripting. Other books do this very well already.

The scope of this book is to explain the context of the website design activity and to provide easy-to-follow steps in the process of website design itself supported by a comprehensive set of design documentation tools. It gives you the structure to apply your technical, analytical, and creative skills in a very effective and focussed manner. The approach described in the book is relevant for individual and team designer/developers and for any type of website envisaged.

emphasis on balancing the identification of detailed design needs with the derivation of closely associated design ideas to satisfy those needs. There is also equal weight given to optimising aesthetic, usability, and purpose characteristics of the target website. Each of these aspects is considered important and vital for success.

The process described aims to help you achieve real tangible benefits in terms of websites that are appropriate and successful – matching detailed identified needs and desires through careful and thorough design. New perspectives on website usability and aesthetics are also explored and discussed in dedicated chapters.

The book describes the background and context of BWD, as well as working through the implementation of the methodology in detail, step by step.

The process described in this book has been given the name ‘Balanced approach is needed for any design and implementation project to be successful. More specifically, the process described has a substantial Website Design’ (BWD), the notion partly being that a holistic balanced
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Electrical and Electronic Principles and TechnologyRoutledge, 2010

	For students following pre-degree vocational electronic and electrical engineering courses at levels 2 and 3; foundation degree students and undergraduates.


	The BTEC National Engineering course has a brand new syllabus and this text is now fully updated to reflect these changes. It introduces electrical principles and...
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Understanding Information Transmission (IEEE Press Understanding Science &Technology Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2005
Understanding Information Transmission introduces you to the entire field of information technology. In this consumer handbook and introductory student resource, seven chapters span the gamut of the field—the nature, storage, transmission, networking, and protection of information. In addition to the science and technology, this book...
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Learning Windows Azure Mobile Services for Windows 8 and Windows Phone 8Packt Publishing, 2014

	A short, fast and focused guide to enhance your Windows 8 applications by leveraging the power of Windows Azure Mobile Services


	Overview

	
		Dive deep into Azure Mobile Services with a practical XAML-based case study game
	
		Enhance your applications with Push Notifications and Notifications...
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The Future of the MBA: Designing the Thinker of the FutureOxford University Press, 2008

	The MBA is probably the hottest ticket among the current university graduate degree offerings--every year, more than 120,000 students enroll in MBA programs in the United States, and the estimates in Europe do not lag far behind. In addition, job prospects have never looked better for business school graduates; corporations are hiring more...
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Fundamentals of HVAC Control Systems: IP Edition Hardbound BookElsevier Limited, 2008
McDowall: Fundamentals of HVAC Systems (IP) (Jun 2006, ISBN-10/13: 0-12-372497-X/ 978-0-12-372497-7)    

       A hard copy companion to the eLearning course that serves as a practical guide to the principles and characteristics of controls, and how to apply them in the use, selection, specification and design of controls systems.    ...
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The Little Black Book of Computer Viruses: The Basic TechnologyAmerican Eagle, 1991
This is the first in a series of three books about computer
viruses. In these volumes I want to challenge you to think in new
ways about viruses, and break down false concepts and wrong ways
of thinking, and go on from there to discuss the relevance of
computer viruses in today’s world. These books are not a call to a...
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